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“If this is the future of
fashion in Saudi,

Saudi’s fashion future is
looking bright.

”

If you had five minutes, could you name 100 fashion brands? Harder question: could you

name 100 Saudi fashion brands? Saudi 100 BrandsSaudi 100 Brands is an initiative that the Saudi

Arabian Ministry of Culture and Fashion Commission launched in 2021 to give a

platform to the Kingdom’s many skilled designers, jewelry makers, and couturiers. Since

then, Saudi 100 Brands has rapidly grown in leaps and bounds, and so have its talents.

More than just a showcase, it aims to provide education, resources, and connections to

the industry’s thought leaders, editors, stylists, and buyers in order that each of the 100

brands gets a real shot at expanding beyond the borders of KSA.

During Milan Fashion Week, Saudi 100 Brands brought all of its designers to showcase

their collections at an international wholesale exhibition, thanks to a partnership

between the Saudi Arabian Ministry of Culture and Fashion Commission and WHITEWHITE

MilanoMilano. WHITE Milano is a unique, conceptual trade show that buyers attend from all

over the world. They utilized the enormous and beautiful location of Magna ParsMagna Pars,

separating designers into their respective categories in a dedicated space for each.

I attended the Saudi 100 x WHITE Milano exhibition at Milan Fashion Week, and had

my mind blown every step of the way. Not only was it a perfectly curated display, but an

impressive one, as each of the 100 Saudi designers present had something to say, a story

to tell, and a design philosophy to share. The depth of conversation and insights I

discovered in speaking to them blew me away. Coming from a country that has only

recently opened to the rest of the world, the maturity of the talent there is astonishing. 

Designs really ran the gamut. In the ‘Concept’ category, I discovered the streetwear

brand Not BoringNot Boring, whose sloganized shirts bore witticisms like “Do Not Show

Affection in Public” and “Please Use Another Tool to Express Your Opinions” with an

emblem of a gun crossed out above it. True to the name of the brand, these pieces were

certainly not boring. 

Later on my tour of the ready-to-wear showroom, I met Aljawharah (Sadeem)Aljawharah (Sadeem)

AlshehailAlshehail of the brand SadeemSadeem, who shared her fascinating journey with me. Her

career was launched as a buyer at Harvey Nichols Riyadh early on, after which she

ended up in New York City. In 2016, she launched her brand and was quickly met with

ignorance and racism when the Trump administration took power. She relocated to

Riyadh and now produces Sadeem at Dubai Design District (D3). Her pieces feature

intricate, origami-like folds that allow the wearer to style them in different ways. They

were all black-and-white and told the story of ‘Perspectives’. Alshehail mentioned that

her long time in the fashion industry gave her an advantage when it came to

understanding how the buying game works, and that she actively helped the other

designers at Saudi 100 Brands by educating them on how to build relationships with

buyers.

Daneh BuahmadDaneh Buahmad’s collection also caught my attention. Her eponymous brand DanehDaneh

was born of a fusion of traditional silhouettes with militaristic and androgynous

elements. Her pieces were insanely cool, cut loose and away from the body and trimmed

with epaulets and embroideries. Her fabrics were rich and the tailoring was sublime. If

you live in the Middle East, you might recognize some of the shapes as abaya-inspired,

but if you don’t you wouldn’t think twice about pulling on her gorgeous jumpsuits,

wide-leg trousers, longline jackets, and vests. It was the kind of collection where I

instantly wanted everything. That’s a rare occurrence indeed, and speaks to Buahmad’s

innate understanding of contemporary design and the needs of the modern woman.

Over at Yousef AkbarYousef Akbar’s booth, I met one of Saudi’s biggest rising stars. Not only did he

win the coveted FTA ‘Eveningwear’ prize in 2020, but his fantastic gowns have been

worn by Chrissy TeigenChrissy Teigen and Nicole KidmanNicole Kidman. Akbar told me his story, and I had to

laugh. Here is a man who stumbled into design almost by chance, and ended up

becoming one of the region’s most thrilling emerging designers. Sometimes, your

purpose finds you, instead of the other way around.

As a young man, he often brought his own sketches to local tailors to create pieces just

for himself. Driven by the desire to create a specific jacket for himself, he decided to

take a semester at design school and ended up falling in love with womenswear. The rest

is history. His jewel-colored gowns beckoned from the rack behind him as we spoke. My

eyes kept drifting to a gorgeous crimson gown with a ruched, dropped shoulder and a

bubbling high-low pouf skirt. He showed me how he shot it for his lookbook. Against a

backdrop of desert and sky, the gown lept from the screen. I pointed out another piece I

was drawn to, a glittering black gown with a voluminous skirt. It turns out it was the

one Nicole Kidman wore on a recent magazine cover.

As I wove my way through the exhibition halls of the Saudi 100 Brands x WHITE

Milano showrooms, I was struck by the thoughtfulness of each designer I met. Not only

did they have stories to tell, but they were also looking far into the future and were

determined to meet every challenge along the way. Not only were many of them focused

on sustainable design, but they also wanted to build brands that sustained in the long

term. If this is the future of fashion in Saudi, Saudi’s fashion future is looking bright.

Afterward, I found Burak ÇakmanBurak Çakman, the CEO of the Fashion

Commission of Saudi Arabia’s Ministry of Culture to congratulate

him on the success of the showcase. His energy was infectious. The

importance of bringing 100 Saudi designers in front of an

international audience of media, buyers, and trade show guests was

not lost on him. “It is so unique because you’re also talking about

Saudi culture to the rest of the world through the same

engagement,” he shared. “Being able to see the individuals behind

these brands is so important. It has never happened before like this.

And the fact that you’re doing it like this under the Saudi 100 Brand

umbrella, en masse, is already a much bigger statement than just

meeting a single brand. If you hear 100 different stories? You’re convinced. This is the

start of something big.”

My regret is that because of Milan Fashion Week’s hectic schedule, I didn’t have time to

speak to each of the 100 designers. Given the vastness of the showroom exhibition, to do

so would have taken me several days. Can I name 100 Saudi brands now? Not yet, but

I’m well on my way.
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MontblancMontblanc’s latest campaign, ‘The Library Spirit,’ captures the essence of libraries as

extraordinary destinations of enlightenment. It invites us into the world of literature,

where knowledge is transmitted through generations over time. With its new campaign,

Montblanc brings the inspirational influence of the library into the spotlight,

reminding us of the power of words to shape new ideas and spark creativity.

“Libraries are a place for knowledge, intimacy and emotions, where words are there to

be discovered for all eternity, expressing the power of their author’s imagination

through time. It is a destination that is so authentic to Montblanc, a Maison that has

always championed the power of words, and the way they shape our collective cultural

identity. With this campaign, we want to invite others into this world to be inspired, to

learn something new, to be challenged,” reveals Marco TomasettaMarco Tomasetta, Montblanc’s

Artistic Director.

In continuation of this message, Savoir Flair has produced an exclusive editorial film

featuring Saudi sisters DuaDua, ThanaThana, and Sakhaa AbdulSakhaa Abdul, who embody the spirit of

Montblanc and its devotion to enlightenment and creativity.

In the enchanting setting of a London library, the Abdul sisters take center stage,

celebrating their extraordinary bond and their love for literature. As they delve into

‘The Library Spirit,’ Montblanc’s exquisite writing instruments become an integral part

of their immersive journey. Through the compelling images and video, the talents

beautifully portray the transformative power of writing and the role their instruments

play in immortalizing thoughts and emotions on paper.

This exclusive shoot for Montblanc’s ‘The Library Spirit’ campaign is a testament to the

enduring connection between literature, creativity, and the art of writing. By combining

the captivating allure of libraries with Montblanc’s craftsmanship, the campaign

inspires us to explore the realms of imagination, while highlighting the significance of

preserving and cherishing the written word.
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CartierCartier is constantly on the lookout for new sources of inspiration to create exquisite

and imaginative pieces. The brand’s deep expertise, fueled by curiosity and passion,

enables it to stay at the forefront of innovation with each new collection. Embracing

life’s wonders and pushing the boundaries of architectural design, Cartier proudly

unveils its highly anticipated high jewelry collection, ‘Le Voyage Recommencé’,

featuring an array of over 80 never-before-seen pieces. This remarkable collection marks

the starting point of a captivating journey that promises to inspire and stun jewelry

enthusiasts around the world.

“This collection is a great opportunity to delve into the essential themes of the Cartier

style. To explore them in greater depth, take a fresh look at them, nurtured by the spirit

of the time. Approaching them with a contemporary eye to go further. A journey back

to the heart of Cartier creation, an uninterrupted story being told over time”, reveals

Jacqueline KarachiJacqueline Karachi, Director of High Jewelry Creation at Cartier.

At Cartier, the creative process begins with the stones, which evoke emotions and

inspire sublime intuition. The ‘Ondule’ ring, for instance, showcases a rare 0.92-carat

gray-violet diamond as its centerpiece. Cartier integrates this exceptional gem into a

miniature structure, creating a vortex of light with relief and volume, as half-moon

diamonds enhance its shape and brilliance through a mysterious halo.

The ‘Claustra’ necklace presents a complex structure of broken lines, featuring a

remarkable 4.02-carat shield diamond at its center. The interplay of perspective, relief,

onyx, and diamonds creates a constantly reinvented contrast that embodies the maison’s

iconic style. This transformable necklace is an ambitious technical achievement,

seamlessly blending unity and separability with meticulous craftsmanship.

Meanwhile, the ‘Sama’ necklace showcases unparalleled precision achieved through

Computer Aided Design (CAD). This advanced technology brings the house’s creative

vision to life with a three-dimensional structure. Meticulous attention is given to every

detail, ensuring flawless alignment and precise proportions, down to the nearest

millimeter. Its voluminous design captivates with a 19.27-carat Ceylon sapphire at its

center, while the interplay of light adds to its striking visual impact.
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The ‘Panthère Givrée’ necklace exemplifies the fusion of stylization and figuration. Its

feline head, realistic in detail from the tip of its nose to its almond-shaped emerald eyes

and pointed ears, merges with a pixelated coat of geometric shapes and onyx spots. The

panther is a masterfully crafted guardian, overseeing a set of three aquamarines totaling

20.33 carats, while lapis lazuli adds subtle touches of contrast to the composition.

The ‘Girih’ necklace invites wearers on a journey through refined and graphic

interpretations of Islamic art and architecture, a defining theme of Cartier’s style. The

interplay of lines, motifs, and symmetry, combined with the harmonious blend of

emeralds from Zambia and meticulously cut turquoise, creates a vivid intensity. As a

testament to Cartier’s tradition of transformable pieces, the pendant can be detached

and worn as a brooch.

Apart from the one-of-a-kind high jewelry pieces, ‘Le Voyage Recommencé’ also

presents two jewelry sets. The ‘Unda’ necklace features sixty-seven rippling emerald

cabochons set amidst a multitude of diamond-paved rays. The contrasting graphic

structure creates a captivating synergy with the acidic brilliance and roundness of the

gemstones. Similarly, the ‘Voltea’ necklace combines rose gold and the classic color

combination of red and black. Voluminous half-moons of diamond pavé punctuate the

piece, while coral beads encircled by an open onyx frame add a touch of elegance.

In its commitment to excellence, Cartier continually strives to improve ethical,

environmental, and social practices. The maison actively participates in the ColoredColored

Gemstones Working GroupGemstones Working Group and the Responsible Jewelry CouncilResponsible Jewelry Council (RJC),

extending the RJC’s Code of Practices to include rubies, sapphires, and emeralds. By

maintaining rigorous internal standards and requiring suppliers to adhere to

responsible practices, Cartier fosters the development of best practices within the

industry and supports RJC certification.

Cartier’s ‘Le Voyage Recommencé’ collection is not just a celebration of the maison’s

rich heritage and craftsmanship, but is also a testament to its commitment to

innovation and responsible practices. With each piece crafted with utmost precision

and artistic vision, Cartier continues to redefine the boundaries of high jewelry, inviting

wearers on a journey through the realms of beauty and sophistication.
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As summer heralds her golden arrival, the “That Girl” – the embodiment of self-care,

wellness, and (fashion-forward) mindfulness — is switching her beloved work routine

for the allure of the tropics. From sun-drenched beaches to lush rainforests, the tropical

paradise is her chosen sanctuary. But, what makes it to the must-pack list of this

modern, health-conscious woman? Dive in as we curate the ultimate essentials for her

tropical summer vacation.

First, let’s talk about her outfit. For “That Girl”, fashion is an extension of her

sustainable ethos. She’s packing breezy, lightweight pieces that blend style and comfort.

She opts for a curated selection of colorful, trendy pieces that look spectacular, but also

stand up to the tropical heat.

Accessories are where “That Girl” really shines. Bags are pared down to versatile staples

— think classic wicker totes that transition seamlessly from beach lounging to sunset

cocktails. A wide-brimmed straw hat and UV-protection sunglasses are non-negotiables,

marrying style with sun safety. Her jewelry? Handmade statement pieces from indie

designers or local artisans that promote slow fashion.

On to her beauty regime. “That Girl” values products that are kind to her skin and the

planet. She never leaves home without her reef-safe sunscreen, a skin-hydrating face

mist, and a moisturizing lip balm with SPF. Her makeup is minimal, relying on

waterproof mascara and a tinted lip and cheek stain for a touch of natural glamour.

Every item she packs has a purpose. In her tote, you’ll also find her journal, where she

jots down thoughts, inspirations, and sketches, capturing the essence of her journey.

Her reading material? A well-thumbed copy of a mindfulness book, or an iPad pre-

loaded with the home page of Savoir FlairSavoir Flair.

It’s not just about what she packs; it’s also about what she leaves behind. For “That Girl”,

each travel experience is an opportunity to deepen her commitment to a sustainable,

conscious lifestyle. She leaves no trace, only footprints in the sand, and takes nothing

but memories, captured in sunset selfies and the occasional Polaroid snapshot.

As “That Girl” explores her tropical paradise this summer, her suitcase tells a story of

conscious living, a commitment to wellness, and a love for fashion that’s as chic as it is

sustainable. She’s not just setting the summer trend — she’s setting the standard for

what it means to be a conscious, stylish traveler. Now, isn’t that the girl we all aspire to

be?

Shop the “That Girl” Vacation Edit

All products featured on Savoir Flair are independently selected by our editors. However, when you buy

something through our retail links, we may earn affiliate commissions.
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